Abstract Techniques for modular software design are presented applying software agents. The conceptual designs are domain independent and make use of specific domain aspects applying MultiagentAL The stages of conceptualization, design and implementation are defined by new techniques coordinated by objects. Software systems are designed by knowledge acquisition, specification, and multiagent implementations. Multiagent implementations are defined for the modular designs, applying our recent projects which have lead to fault tolerant AI systems. A novel multi-kernel design technique is presented. Communicating pairs of kernels, each defining a part of the system, are specified by object-coobject super-modules. Treating objects as abstract data types and a two level programming approach to OOP allows us to define PuU-up Intelligent implementation of software, that is design and implementation of software and KB by agents is an important area, e.g., G. Wiederhold's Stanford CS projects. The new design techniques combined with AI are applied to the real software engineering problems encountered in fields such as intelligent software systems, aerospace, and robot system design. Our project since 1991 has defined design with software agents and intelligent objects as a three-phase methodology. There is a knowledge acquisition phase, followed by a specification phase, and concluded by a system implementation phase. The AI and software systems are defined by a pair of systems, corresponding to two views of the functionality, each consisting of many computing agents. Some practical application areas in aerospace system design for Multiagent Flight Monitoring are presented in [1,31. Nourani, C. F., "Abstract Implementations By Computing Agents: A
Introduction
An AI and software system design paradigm is presented which incorporates a novel implementation method based on what we have called Abstract Intelligent Implementations A.I.I. [ 1.3.5].
Intelligent implementation of software, that is design and implementation of software and KB by agents is an important area, e.g., G. Wiederhold's Stanford CS projects. The new design techniques combined with AI are applied to the real software engineering problems encountered in fields such as intelligent software systems, aerospace, and robot system design. Our project since 1991 has defined design with software agents and intelligent objects as a three-phase methodology. There is a knowledge acquisition phase, followed by a specification phase, and concluded by a system implementation phase. The AI and software systems are defined by a pair of systems, corresponding to two views of the functionality, each consisting of many computing agents. Some practical application areas in aerospace system design for Multiagent Flight Monitoring are presented in [1,31.
Intelligent Objects and Multiagent OOP
The term "agent" has been recently applied to refer to AI constructs that enable computation on behalf of an AI activity [1, 2, 3] . 
